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SECTION 1: ROLES, RULES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

FLC STRUCTURE 
 

Origins 

The FLC was organized in 1974 and formally created by the U.S. Congress in the Federal 

Technology Transfer Act of 19861 for the purpose of coordinating federal laboratory 

technology transfer.  In addition to the statutory mandate, the FLC members have adopted 

Bylaws that govern how the FLC operates.  The Bylaws describe the organizational structure, 

roles, duties, and activities of the FLC.  While changes to the underlying statute require 

Congressional action and do not change very often, the Bylaws may be amended by a vote from 

the members.    

The FLC is not a federal agency but is considered a “quasi-Governmental organization.”2 

This status allows for some flexibility for the organization, as not all requirements for 

Executive Branch agencies apply directly.  However, many rules that do not apply directly to 

the FLC do apply to many of its members, and there are specific grant requirements that 

apply to the Cooperative Agreement Partner as well.  The FLC strives to use best practices 

of government organizations to support its members and accomplish its statutory mission.  

The FLC is not subject to the financial and corporate governance rules and restrictions that apply 

to nonprofit boards, but is subject to the Joint Ethics Regulation.3   

 

Professional Organization 

The FLC is an organization of and for federal technology transfer professionals.  The members of 

the FLC are defined by statute.  All federal research and development laboratories  (including both 

government operated laboratories and federally funded research and development centers) and 

agencies are the FLC members.  Laboratories and agencies can designate representatives that 

serve as the FLC voting members.  While the FLC can form alliances with industry, universities, 

state and local governments, nonprofit organizations and others, those entities are not members 

and cannot hold FLC office.  Use of the FLC name and logo is covered by a U.S. Trademark 

(figure 1). 

 
 

 
Figure 1, The FLC Logo is a registered trademark 

 
1 Public Law 99-502, codified at 35 U.S.C. 3710(e) 
2 Memorandum: “Status of the Federal Laboratory Consortium.” Barbara S. Fredericks, U.S. Department of Commerce 
Office of General Counsel. See also Appendix C. 
3 2 Title 5, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 2635, “Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive 
Branch.” See also FLC Bylaws Article V, Section 1(10) in Appendix B. See a summary of these standards at    
http://www.oge.gov/Laws-and- Regulations/OGE-Regulations/5-C-F-R--Part-2635---Standards-of-ethical-conduct-for-
employees-of-the-executive-branch/ or the entire text at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-
idx?rgn=div5&node=5:3.0.10.10.9 

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?rgn=div5&node=5:3.0.10.10.9
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?rgn=div5&node=5:3.0.10.10.9
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FLC ORGANIZATION  

 
The FLC Bylaws describe the organizational structure and functions for the FLC. By statute, senior 
agency and laboratory representatives form the FLC voting members.  These members enact the 
Bylaws and, under those Bylaws, elect officers for the FLC that collectively make up the Executive 
Board (EB).  The EB comprises the elected representatives of the organization and serves as its 
directing body.  Bylaws changes passed in 2020 resulted in a significant change in the structure of the 
EB, and the transition from the old structure to the new structure will take a full 2.5 years to implement.  
Figure 2 shows the approved EB structure under the 2020 changes to the Bylaws.   

 

 
Figure 2, FLC Organization Chart
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DUTIES OF BOARD MEMBERS 

All EB members have some common duties, including participating in meetings, reviewing and 

contributing to reports, taking part in discussions, and representing the FLC as an FLC officer.  

Voting members have the responsibility of approving the overall actions of the FLC.  Most EB 

members have additional duties assigned in the Bylaws to provide oversight in specific areas.   It 

is important to fully participate in these activities in a timely fashion to ensure that the FLC 

operates and delivers on its mandates.  All activities are directed toward implementing the FLC’s 

goals as outlined in its Strategic Plan (see Appendix D). 

 
While the duties and responsibilities are described in the statute, Bylaws, rules, and actions 

passed by the EB, each EB member also brings their interests and ideas as technology 

transfer professionals.  While EB members are expected to act in good faith and be fair in their 

dealings, each individual should bring their professional interests and ideas to the 

discussion.  

 

OTHER AREAS OF INVOLVEMENT TO CONSIDER 

• Serving on a committee other than as Committee Chair 

• Leading or participating in an ad hoc project 

• Volunteering as an elections chair 

 

 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY (NIST)/HOST AGENCY 
 
NIST serves as the Host Agency and provides a representative to the EB that serves as an advisory 

member.  The FLC was created under Title 15 of the United States Code, which relates to Commerce.  

NIST is a part of the Department of Commerce and was given this responsibility.  The FLC may request 

administrative support from NIST on a reimbursable basis.  The FLC pays NIST for these services and 

overhead charges.   

 
Some current roles of NIST/Host Agency are:   

• Liaison between NIST and FLC 

• Collects annual funding from agencies 

• Holds funds in federal account, provides for administration of funds  

• Coordinates with Finance Officer on funds 

• Manages communication between EB members and other NIST staff 

• Grant administration/Federal Project Officer for Cooperative Agreement Partner  

• Issued and oversees Cooperative Agreement as a federal funding award on behalf of the FLC  

Provides invitational travel 

• Provides micro purchases via credit card 

• Provides connection to GPO for printing services 
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SECTION 2: CONDUCTING BUSINESS 

APPLICABLE RULES 

As previously noted, the FLC operates under a federal statute and an approved set of Bylaws.  The FLC 

Bylaws note that meetings will follow parliamentary procedures according to Robert’s Rules of Order.4  

The use of these rules helps to guide the discussion in an orderly way to accomplish business and 

provide a fair set of consistent practices for the FLC.  

HOW DECISIONS ARE MADE 

No unilateral board decisions may be made.   

The EB will approve an overall strategic plan and will annually approve a budget and committee 

charters to guide actions for following year.  Once a strategy has been set and a budget 

approved, the committees and regions operate to guide the implementation of the overall 

direction through the Cooperative Agreement Partner.  Within that budget and vision, they 

are acting with approval and have authority to implement activities without further 

authorization from the EB as a whole.  Significant deviations, changes in policies, 

committing additional funds, plans that would involve others outside your committee, and 

sensitive issues require an EB vote for approval. 

Voting Members 

While all EB members may actively engage in discussions and provide input, making a motion and voting are 

limited to certain EB members: 

• Chair

• Vice Chair

• Finance Officer

• Recording Secretary*

• Members-at-Large**
• Regional Coordinators

• Standing Committee Chairs (Promote, Educate, Facilitate)

*The Recording Secretary role was eliminated in the 2020 Bylaw change.  The Position will be phased 
out.
** The Members-at-Large will be reduced to two (2) over time as approved in the 2020 Bylaws.

Conducting a Vote 

Voting may take place during EB meetings and are held in a manner to accommodate EB members 

who are present both in-person and virtually.  Email votes can also be called at any time.  A vote 

requires a quorum of at least half the EB being present to be valid.  A quorum being present, a 

simple majority will determine if the motion is passed.   

Votes follow the following process: 

• An issue is raised by a member and is recognized by the Chair.

• The EB will discuss the issue and potential alternatives may be put forward by those present.

• A voting member will make a motion to be recognized by the Chair.

• The Chair will open debate for modification to all members, who may propose changes or may 
second the motion as put forward.  All motions require a second to be put to the EB for a vote.

4 https://www.robertsrules.com/ 

https://www.robertsrules.com/
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• The Chair will call for a vote and poll the members.  For matters that appear to the Chair to be

relatively uncontested, a voice vote may be used.  The Chair may individually poll members by roll

or by a group indication of those in favor and those opposed.  A member may request that the

Chair individually poll members if they feel there is a reasonable concern that the votes were in

error.

• The Cooperative Agreement Partner will enter the vote and the result into the minutes of the

meeting.

Actions Requiring a Vote 

The following actions at a minimum require a vote.  The Chair will exercise discretion regarding  other 
actions that rise to the level of requiring a vote from the EB.  

• Budget (yearly)

• Committee Charters

• Strategic Plan/direction

• New large-scale initiatives

• Organizational policies and procedures (including Bylaws amendments to be put to a referendum)

• FLC Policies that define EB practices but do not rise to the level of the Bylaws

CONDUCTS OF BUSINESS 

Meetings 

The EB meets four times annually on a general schedule. Meetings are generally, but not always, 

planned for the third week of the month in order to allow some prior planning by EB members. A 

special meeting may be called, if necessary, by the Chair. 

Table 1, Standing Executive Board Meetings 

Participation options 
The preferred method for attendance at the EB meetings is in person.  Experience has shown that this is 
the best means to have discussions, build cohesion, and accomplish the work needed.  The EB has 
sufficient funds to cover travel to meetings by EB members.  Cooperative Agreement Partners may not 
travel using NIST invitational travel funds as it conflicts with host agency grant rules.   

If an EB member cannot attend in-person, the Cooperative Agreement Partner will generally provide for 
videoconferencing or teleconferencing options.  The Bylaws do allow for full participation and voting if the 
meeting is attended via video conference or conference call.   

Where to Get Documents 

The Cooperative Agreement Partner will provide a Board Book in advance of each EB meeting with 
key documents that will be considered.  This material will be supplemented at the meeting with other 
presentation material, such as PowerPoint slides.  Materials will generally be distributed via email and 
attached to the meeting invitation and will be attached under the Executive Board e-Group when the 
software is deployed.   

Topic Timing 

Seat new EB Members, Agency Representatives 

meeting 

Fall (Typically October) 

Strategic Planning Winter (Typically January) 

General Business Spring (at National Meeting, /Typically April) 

Budget and Charter Ratification Summer (Typically July) 
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SECTION 3: FINANCES AND SPENDING MONEY 

FLC BUDGET 

Funding for the FLC is determined as a formula by statute.  All agencies contribute 0.008% of 

their intramural R&D annually as long as that amount exceeds $10,000.  NIST is charged with 

collecting these funds, which the FLC uses for its operations as approved by the EB.  Funding 

collected by NIST is held in a specific account for the FLC and is not otherwise merged with 

other NIST monies.  The FLC is responsible for maintaining its own financial solvency, and 

NIST does not provide additional funding or working capital if  FLC funds reach zero.  For this 

reason, the FLC tries to keep sufficient funds on hand at NIST in case there is an issue in the 

annual collections from agencies to prevent the FLC from closing operations.  Current 

revenues for the FLC are approximately $3M to $4M per year, depending on the annual federal 

funding of research and development.    

BUDGET 

The EB will ratify a budget annually that describes expenses for the following year to implement the 

Strategic Plan.  The budget process is the responsibility of the Finance Officer working with the Host 

Agency Representative and Executive Committee.  

HOW MONEY CAN BE SPENT 

Since NIST is the host agency and is responsible for administering FLC funds, disbursements must 

be made according to NIST policies.  The following chart shows the different ways that FLC 

monies are spent.  

Table 2, How Monies Are Spent 

Mechanism Uses Amount Process 

Cooperative 

Agreement 

The FLC has entered into a 

Cooperative Agreement with 

AUTM through NIST.  This 

accounts for the majority of 

activities by the FLC. 

$3.2M annually Budget prepared by 

Cooperative Agreement 

Partner and presented to the 

EB at the Budget Meeting for 

approval.  Partner will work 

with Committees and Regions 

to implement the program. 

Credit Card Micro purchases outside of the 

Cooperative Agreement scope. 

Typical uses are sponsorships or 

other partnership opportunities. 

Maximum 

$10,000 

Request to Chair, Finance 

Officer, Host Agency for use of 

funds directly from NIST 

Invitational 

Travel 

Travel by EB members, others 

requested by EB and not under 

Cooperative Agreement 

As approved in 

budget or 

cleared by 

Chair/ Finance 

Officer 

Request to Chair, Finance 

Officer, Host Agency for use of 

funds directly from NIST.  

Travel for EB meetings is 

approved. 

Printing Printing is generally done using 

the Government Printing Office 

through the Host Agency. 

As approved in 

budget or 

cleared by 

Chair/ Finance 

Officer 

Generally, start with 

Cooperative Agreement 

Partner.  Work is done by GPO 

through NIST. May request to 
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Chair, Finance Officer outside 

of Cooperative Agreement. 

Interagency 

Agreements 

Transfer of funds directly to 

another agency.  Sometimes 

preferred agency method for 

travel. Also for other purposes 

that go through an agency other 

than Host Agency NIST 

As approved in 

budget or 

cleared by 

Chair/ Finance 

Officer 

Proposed in budget or through 

request to Chair, Finance 

Officer, Host Agency for use of 

funds directly from NIST. 

Travel for EB meetings is 

approved. 

YOUR FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES 

Budget 

• Host Agency: Collect and distribute funds in accordance with internal procedures of the agency

• Finance Officer: Oversee budget process and availability of funds

• Voting Member: Ratify budget and charters

• Committees and Regions: Provide strategic direction and request supplemental funds as needed

• Chair: Approve funding requests above budget within available funds

Expenses 

• Follow NIST invitational travel policies if applicable.

• Follow other source travel policies as applicable (Cooperative Partner, other agency).

• Request an Interagency Agreement as early as possible and include in budget development.
Notify Chair, Finance Officer and Host Agency Rep of any changes as soon as possible.

• Ensure that projected expenses are included in the budget.

• Alert the Chair and Finance Officer if you have an unexpected expense before committing any
funds.

• Work with the Cooperative Agreement Partner to ensure the best use of funds.

• Request credit card purchases from Chair, Finance Officer, and Host Agency for use of funds
directly from NIST.
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SECTION 4: COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT PARTNER: AUTM 

Cooperative Agreement 

Implementation is currently through a Cooperative Agreement with AUTM.  The Cooperative Agreement is 

a broad and flexible way to conduct business.  The EB will generally provide strategic direction to the 

Cooperative Agreement Partner (CAP) for implementation of the program as approved in the budget and 

charter.  The CAP will strive to work with the Committees and Regions to effectively implement a high 

quality FLC program. 

WORKING WITH THE COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT PARTNER 

The CAP will work directly with the EB, Committees, and Regions on program implementation.  Details 

on the CAP staff are available below and on the FLC website at https://federallabs.org/about-

us/organization/cooperative-partner. 

FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 

Phone: +1- 678-298-1183 

Email: info@federallabs.org 

Executive Director 

Paul Zielinski

Administrative Director

Stephanie Pearson

Administrative 
Coordinator

LaTonya Davenport

Marketing Director

Carolina Olivieri

Marketing Coordinator

Katherine Segreti

Marketing Manager

Jordana Bieze-Foster

Social Media 

Carrie Hutchison
(Contractor)

Professional 
Development Director

Nerissa Legge

Professional Development 
Coordinator 

Theresa Hurt

Meeting Director

Liz Freyn
(20%)

Sponsorship & Exhibits 
Manager

Casey Annunziata
(20%)

Meeting Coordinator 

Tonya Cabrera
(20%)

Regional Support

Beth Thomas
Regional Support 

Corin Hindenach

Finance Consultant

AUTM Support

§ Steve Susalka - CEO at 20%
§ Leef Smith Barnes - CMO supports Marketing at 20% 
§ Barb Gunderson - PD Director supports PD at 20%
§ Paul Stark – Marketing Director supports Metrics and Data at 20%
§ Colleen Loeffler Phonwiang - Admin Director supports Admin at 20%

FLC Staff Chart
https://federallabs.org/about/organization/cooperative-partner

https://federallabs.org/about-us/organization/cooperative-partner
https://federallabs.org/about-us/organization/cooperative-partner
mailto:info@federallabs.org
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APPENDIX A – ESTABLISHING LEGISLATION OF THE FLC 

TITLE 15 SECTION 3710(e) 

(1)There is hereby established the Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer (hereinafter
referred to as the “Consortium”) which, in cooperation with Federal laboratories and the private
sector, shall— 

(A) develop and (with the consent of the Federal laboratory concerned) administer techniques, training
courses, and materials concerning technology transfer to increase the awareness of Federal
laboratory employees regarding the commercial potential of laboratory technology and innovations;

(B) furnish advice and assistance requested by Federal agencies and laboratories for use in their
technology transfer programs (including the planning of seminars for small business and other
industry);

(C) provide a clearinghouse for requests, received at the laboratory level, for technical assistance from
States and units of local governments, businesses, industrial development organizations, not-for-
profit organizations including universities, Federal agencies and laboratories, and other persons,
and—

(i) to the extent that such requests can be responded to with published information available to the
National Technical Information Service, refer such requests to that Service, and

(ii) otherwise refer these requests to the appropriate Federal laboratories and agencies;

(D) facilitate communication and coordination between Offices of Research and Technology
Applications (ORTA) of Federal laboratories;

(E) utilize (with the consent of the agency involved) the expertise and services of the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Commerce, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and other Federal agencies, as necessary;

(F) with the consent of any Federal laboratory, facilitate the use by such laboratory of appropriate
technology transfer mechanisms such as personnel exchanges and computer-based systems;

(G) with the consent of any Federal laboratory, assist such laboratory to establish programs using
technical volunteers to provide technical assistance to communities related to such laboratory;

(H) facilitate communication and cooperation between Offices of Research and Technology
Applications of Federal laboratories and regional, State, and local technology transfer
organizations;

(I) when requested, assist colleges or universities, businesses, nonprofit organizations, State or local
governments, or regional organizations to establish programs to stimulate research and to
encourage technology transfer in such areas as technology program development, curriculum 
design, long-term research planning, personnel needs projections, and productivity assessments; 

(J) seek advice in each Federal Laboratory Consortium region from representatives of State and local
governments, large and small business, universities, and other appropriate persons on the
effectiveness of the program (and any such advice shall be provided at no expense to the
Government); and

(K) work with the Director of the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research5 to compile
a compendium of current and projected Federal Laboratory technologies and projects that have or
will have an intended or recognized impact on the available range of assistive technology for
individuals with disabilities (as defined in section 3002 of title 29), including technologies and
projects that incorporate the principles of universal design (as defined in section 3002 of title 29),
as appropriate.

(2) The membership of the Consortium shall consist of the Federal laboratories described in clause (1)
of subsection (b) and such other laboratories as may choose to join the Consortium. The
representatives to the Consortium shall include a senior staff member of each Federal
laboratory which is a member of the Consortium and a senior representative appointed from
each Federal agency with one or more member laboratories.

5 This organization has been renamed National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=15-USC-1402221258-794145355&term_occur=999&term_src=title:15:chapter:63:section:3710
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/29/3002
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/29/3002
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(3) The representatives to the Consortium shall elect a Chairman of the Consortium.

(4) The Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology shall provide the Consortium, on
a reimbursable basis, with administrative services, such as office space, personnel, and support
services of the Institute, as requested by the Consortium and approved by such Director.

(5) Each Federal laboratory or agency shall transfer technology directly to users or representatives of
users, and shall not transfer technology directly to the Consortium. Each Federal laboratory shall
conduct and transfer technology only in accordance with the practices and policies of the Federal
agency which owns, leases, or otherwise uses such Federal laboratory.

(6) Not later than one year after October 20, 1986, and every year thereafter, the Chairman of the
Consortium shall submit a report to the President, to the appropriate authorization and
appropriation committees of both Houses of the Congress, and to each agency with respect to
which transfer of funding is made (for the fiscal year or years involved) under paragraph (7),
concerning the activities of the Consortium and the expenditures made by it under this subsection
during the year for which the report is made. Such report shall include an annual independent audit
of the financial statements of the Consortium, conducted in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles.

(7) 

(A) Subject to subparagraph (B), an amount equal to 0.008 percent of the budget of each Federal
agency from any Federal source, including related overhead, that is to be utilized by or on behalf of
the laboratories of such agency for a fiscal year referred to in subparagraph (B)(ii) shall be
transferred by such agency to the National Institute of Standards and Technology at the beginning
of the fiscal year involved. Amounts so transferred shall be provided by the Institute to the
Consortium for the purpose of carrying out activities of the Consortium under this subsection.

(B) A transfer shall be made by any Federal agency under subparagraph (A), for any fiscal year, only if
the amount so transferred by that agency (as determined under such subparagraph) would exceed
$10,000.

(C) The heads of Federal agencies and their designees, and the directors of Federal laboratories, may
provide such additional support for operations of the Consortium as they deem appropriate.

APPENDIX B – FLC BYLAWS 

See: https://federallabs.org/sites/default/files/flc_bylaws_52120.pdf 

APPENDIX  C – FLC STRATEGIC PLAN 

See:  https://federallabs.org/flc-policies/flc-strategic-plan-2020-%E2%80%93-2025 

https://federallabs.org/sites/default/files/flc_bylaws_52120.pdf
https://federallabs.org/flc-policies/flc-strategic-plan-2020-%E2%80%93-2025
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APPENDIX D – DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE LEGAL OPINIONS 
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From: Lee, Helen (Federal) <HLee@doc.gov>  
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019 5:37 PM 
To: Silverthorn, Courtney (Fed) <courtney.silverthorn@nist.gov> 
Cc: Schiffer, Jeremy A. (Fed) <jeremy.schiffer@nist.gov>; Lieberman, Melissa J. (Fed) 
<melissa.lieberman@nist.gov>; Zielinski, Paul R. (Fed) <paul.zielinski@nist.gov> 
Subject: re Use of Cooperative Agreement to Support the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
  
Courtney,  
  
You asked our office whether NIST may enter into a cooperative agreement on behalf of the Federal 
Laboratory Consortium (FLC) for the performance of FLC duties provided in 15 U.S.C. § 3710(e)(1).  We 
see no legal problem with such an approach. 
  
NIST receives funds from participating Federal agencies pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 3710(e)(7), which 
requires participating Federal agencies to transfer a set percentage of its budget each year to NIST to 
enable the FLC to carry out activities laid out in 15 U.S.C. § 3710(e)(1).  These activities include 
development and administration of techniques and training courses to increase awareness of the 
commercial potential of laboratory technology, furnishing advice and assistance on agencies’ technology 
transfer programs, providing a clearinghouse for requests for technical assistance, facilitating the use of 
Federal laboratories, and establishing programs to stimulate research and to encourage technology 
transfer among other things. 
  
Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 3710(e)(4), NIST is charged with providing the FLC with administrative services 
such as office space, personnel, and support services, on a reimbursable basis, upon request by the 
FLC.  One such administrative service that NIST provides is the management of FLC funds to enable the 
fulfillment of the FLC’s duties under 15 U.S.C. § 3710(e)(1).  Currently, upon FLC’s request, NIST 
procures the services of a contractor to perform activities authorized under section 3710(e)(1).  NIST 
proposes that it instead award a cooperative agreement.  
  
By memorandum dated January 2, 2013, our office addressed various issues regarding the status of the 
FLC.  In that opinion, we stated that “. . . so long as NIST maintains the FLC’s funds, it may only obtain 
services for the FLC from the private sector by procurement contract.  Hence the FLC may not seek 
services from the private sector using NIST without using Federal procurement procedures.”  It contains 
no discussion of whether a cooperative agreement would or would not be acceptable, as this question 
was, as you note, not posed at the time. 
  
There is no inherent authority for an executive agency to award financial assistance, so an agency must 
have specific authority to do so.  Agencies choosing to award financial assistance are also subject to the 
Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977 (FGCA), 31 U.S.C. §§ 6301-6308, which 
establishes standards that agencies are to use in selecting the most appropriate funding vehicle as 
between a procurement contract, grant, or cooperative agreement.  Moreover, an agency cannot have 
another agency undertake activities on its behalf that it would not have authority to do on its own.  See 5 
Comp. Gen. 757 (March 24, 1926).   
  
In our January 2, 2013 memorandum, we concluded that the FLC is not an executive agency for 
purposes of 5 U.S.C. § 105.  For the same reasons, the FLC is not an executive agency for purposes of 
the FGCA and is therefore not subject to the FGCA.  Although NIST will award the cooperative 
agreement at issue here on FLC’s behalf, it is not doing what cannot be done indirectly because the FLC 
is not an executive agency for whom statutory authority is required to award financial assistance.  As the 
FLC otherwise is mandated to perform activities listed in 15 U.S.C. § 3710(e)(1), NIST is required to 
provide support to the FLC, NIST maintains the FLC’s funds, NIST otherwise has authority to award a 
cooperative agreement for the subject activities at issue here, and a cooperative agreement appears to 
be an appropriate instrument for the type of activities contemplated, we do not see an issue with NIST 
awarding a cooperative agreement on FLC’s behalf to enable the execution of FLC’s mission. 
  
Hea Lyun (Helen) Lee 



Senior Counsel, General Law Division 
Office of the General Counsel 
Department of Commerce 
202.482.3116 / 202.482.2888 (f) 
HLee@doc.gov 
  
Confidentiality Notice:  This e-mail message is intended only for the named recipients.  It contains 
information that may be confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law.  If you have received this message in error, are not a named recipient, or 
are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised 
that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its 
contents is strictly prohibited.  Please notify us immediately that you have received this message in error, 
and delete the message. 
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